V.I.A.™ - Install Hardwire Boxes in the Skin

®

Standard
Version

Single Box

Double Box

Triple Box

T30

PH2

Long Extension
Bit Holder

Quad Box

ADA
Version
If you have a problem, question, or request, call
your local dealer, or Steelcase Line 1 at
888.STEELCASE (888.783.3522)
for immediate action by people who want to help you.
(Outside the U.S.A., Canada, Mexico, Puerto Rico,
and the U.S. Virgin Islands, call: 1.616.247.2500)
Or visit our website: www.steelcase.com
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1. Mount box brackets to the appropriate
junction box (single, double, triple or quad)
using the screws & nuts provided.
NOTE: Appleton masonary boxes MI-250 shown.

1

2. Mount the junction box assembly to
the bracket making sure the junction box
assembly is centered on the bracket.
Mount with shim plates and screws provided.

2
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3a
NOTE: Refer to RFID labels and layout drawings to
determine correct locations and orientation for product.

X

3a. Measure from the centerline of the vertical on the
frame to the center of the mounting bracket assembly
for the horizontal measurement. Install screws using a
long extension and T30 bit.
NOTE: Centerline may not be exact.

3b. Mounting bracket assembly has slots both
vertically and horizontally for hole alignment when skin
is installed.

5/16-18 SELF
THREADING SCREW

3b
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4. Remove the desired knockout(s) in the box and
add your conduit connector and flex (or rigid) conduit
(extra flex conduit is recommended). Run wire and
make all electrical connections to the building source.
Use cable ties as needed to ensure a prolonged
stable support of conduit.

4

5. Fine tune the hardwire junction box.
Place bottom of the skin in the bottom rail of the frame
and push towards the junction box. Fine tune the
placement within the hole on the skin by adjusting
horizontally and vertically (See step 3b), then tighten
screws on the mounting bracket assembly.

CABLE TIE

6. Install the skin.
See assembly direction # 939502320 for proper and
complete installation.
7. Install the receptacle to the box.
Make sure the ears are left on the receptacle and
make sure the ears overlap the skin face.
8. Install the trim cover to the receptacle.
NOTE: On back-to-back applications, you may be
required to remove the first side skin to align the
second side skin.

7

8
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When brackets share the intermediate rail location

Stagger the screws when brackets align or
are offset on top of each other.
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